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Abstract
Effectively tackling the problem of temporal action localization (TAL) necessitates a visual representation that
jointly pursues two confounding goals, i.e., fine-grained discrimination for temporal localization and sufficient visual
invariance for action classification. We address this challenge by enriching both the local and global contexts in the
popular two-stage temporal localization framework, where
action proposals are first generated followed by action classification and temporal boundary regression. Our proposed
model, dubbed ContextLoc, can be divided into three subnetworks: L-Net, G-Net and P-Net. L-Net enriches the local context via fine-grained modeling of snippet-level features, which is formulated as a query-and-retrieval process.
G-Net enriches the global context via higher-level modeling of the video-level representation. In addition, we introduce a novel context adaptation module to adapt the global
context to different proposals. P-Net further models the
context-aware inter-proposal relations. We explore two existing models to be the P-Net in our experiments. The efficacy of our proposed method is validated by experimental
results on the THUMOS14 (54.3% at tIoU@0.5) and ActivityNet v1.3 (56.01% at tIoU@0.5) datasets, which outperforms recent states of the art. Code is available at https:
//github.com/buxiangzhiren/ContextLoc.

1. Introduction
Temporal action localization (TAL) is a fundamental task
in video understanding. It aims at classifying action instances in an untrimmed video and locating their temporal
boundaries. Recently, TAL has drawn increasing attention
from the research community because of its wide range of
applications such as action retrieval, video summarization,
and intelligent security [32, 41, 31, 18].
Prior TAL methods can be divided into two categories.
One-stage approaches [14, 47, 2, 30] classify and lo* Corresponding

author.
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Figure 1. (a) Each proposal consists of a number of video snippets.
A snippet is a small number of consecutive frames and serves as
the basic unit of feature extraction. It is the snippets capturing the
start and end times of the action that play an important role in action localization. (b) The video-level global context is important
as it involves background and high-level activity information that
can be critical to distinguish action categories of similar appearance and motion patterns.

cate action instances from an input video in a single shot.
Two-stage approaches first generate category-agnostic action proposals [20, 21, 10, 25, 11, 50, 1] and then perform action classification and temporal boundary refinement [48, 43, 45, 4, 7] for each proposal. They have their
respective advantages. One-stage approaches can be easily
trained in an end-to-end fashion while two-stage approaches
usually obtain superior performance.
Effectively tackling the task of TAL necessitates a visual representation that jointly pursues two confounding
goals, i.e., fine-grained discrimination for temporal localization and sufficient visual invariance for action classification. This paper addresses this challenge by leveraging
rich local and global contexts in a video, in our proposed
two-stage method.
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The local context refers to snippets within a proposal.
They contain fine-grained temporal information that is critical to localization. As shown in Figure 1(a), we locate the
boundary of the action “cricket bowling” by the moments of
bowling and catching the cricket. Therefore, it is the snippets capturing these special moments that facilitate localization in the temporal domain. However, prior approaches obtain features of a proposal by applying temporal max pooling to features of snippets within it, which unavoidably discards the fine-grained temporal information.
The global context refers to the entire video. It provides discriminative information complementary to features
of a proposal for action classification. As shown in Figure 1(b), to distinguish “long jump” and “high jump”, we
need to check not only the last a few frames of the action
duration but also background frames outside the duration.
In addition, the global context provides high-level activity
information enforcing strong prior on the categories of actions that should appear in it. For example, it is unlikely
to see sports actions in a video of household activity. Unfortunately, the video-level global context has been largely
ignored by existing TAL models.
We introduce a novel network architecture, termed ContextLoc, to model local and global contexts in a unified
framework for TAL. It consists of three sub-networks: LNet, G-Net and P-Net. Inspired by the self-attention [40], LNet performs a query-and-retrieval procedure. But different
with the self-attention, the queries, keys and values in our
L-Net correspond to different semantic entities, and they are
specially designed to enrich the local context. Specifically,
the feature vector of a proposal is taken as a query to match
the key feature vectors of snippets within this proposal so
that the relevant fine-grained values in the local context can
be retrieved and aggregated to this proposal.
G-Net models the global context by integrating the
video-level representation and features of each proposal.
However, a naive concatenation of these two would be insufficient because the former contains not only relevant cues
but also irrelevant noise. In addition, the portions of context needed to enhance different proposals are different. To
effectively integrate video-level information with proposallevel features, we propose global context adaptation. It
attends the video-level representation to the local context
within each proposal so that the global context is adapted to
them respectively.
P-Net models context-aware inter-proposal relations.
This includes interactions between proposal-level features
enhanced by the local context and interactions between
global contexts adapted to different proposals. We use an
existing model as P-Net and investigate two candidates: PGCN [48] and the non-local network [44].
It is worth noting our ContextLoc is different from PGCN [48]. P-GCN only considers inter-proposal relations,

and the features of a proposal are obtained via applying
temporal max pooling to the features of snippets within it.
In contrast, ContextLoc enriches the local context via finegrained modeling of snippet-level features and enriches the
global context via higher-level modeling of the video-level
representation. We consider P-GCN or its relative as a useful component of our framework, i.e., P-Net, and show that
the local and global contexts we advocate are complementary to the inter-proposal relations.
We evaluate our proposed method on two popular benchmarks for TAL. On THUMOS14 [16], it achieves 54.3%
mAP at tIoU 0.5, which outperforms the previous best
method PBRNet [23]. On ActivityNet v1.3 [13], it achieves
56.01% mAP at tIoU 0.5, which outperforms the state-ofthe-art method PBRNet.
The contributions of this paper are summarized below.
• To our knowledge, this is the first work attempting to
exploit the snippet-level local context and the videolevel global context to enhance proposal-level features
within a two-stage TAL framework.
• We introduce a novel network architecture, termed
ContextLoc, consisting of three sub-networks, i.e., LNet, G-Net, and P-Net. L-Net is the first of its kind
to use a proposal to query the snippets within it and
retrieve the local context to supplement it with finegrained temporal information. G-Net augments features of each proposal by integrating the video-level
representation. We introduce a novel context adaptation process to adapt the global context to different
proposals. While P-Net is built on existing networks,
we show that P-Net, regardless of its instantiation, is
complementary to our L-Net and G-Net. Our ContextLoc unifies the respective advantages of these three
sub-networks and achieves more effective TAL.
• ContextLoc is superior or comparable to the state-ofthe-art performance on two popular TAL benchmarks,
i.e., THUMOS14 and ActivityNet v1.3.

2. Related Work
Action recognition. Action recognition [38, 39, 42, 36,
9, 15, 3] is a fundamental task in video understanding and
has been widely studied in the past a few years. In this
paper, we use the I3D network [3], pre-trained on Kinetics [17], to extract snippet-level features from a video. We
use the two-stream strategy like Simonyan et al. [36] to
fuse the predictions made on RGB frames and optical flows.
There are a few methods exploring the global context for
action recognition. He et al. [12] apply temporal convolutions on the local spatial-temporal feature maps to model the
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Figure 2. The pipeline of our ContextLoc. The input is an untrimmed video consisting of non-overlapping snippets. Multi-level features are
extracted from snippets, proposals, and the video. L-Net, G-Net and P-Net respectively enhance the representation of each proposal via the
local context, global context and context-aware inter-proposal relations. Finally, we perform action classification and temporal boundary
refinement for each proposal through fully-connected layers. ContextLoc processes both original proposals and extended proposals, and
fuses their predictions.

global spatial-temporal relationship. Liu et al. [24] establish a global temporal template by fusing local motion features over time. Different from them, our global context is
adapted to each proposal by aggregating the proposal-level
and snippet-level features within it for action classification
and temporal boundary localization.
Temporal action localization. TAL is a mirror problem
of image-based object detection [6, 33] in the temporal domain. Some methods [27, 29, 28, 26, 49] tackle this task by
focusing on video snippets (segments). For example, Zhao
et al. [51] model the temporal structure of each action instance via a structured temporal pyramid. Shou et al. [35]
exploit the effectiveness of deep networks in temporal action localization via three segment-based 3D ConvNets. Xu
et al. [46] further consider the temporal and semantic structure by graph convolutional networks.
Some other works focus on proposals. Lin et al. [21]
locate temporal boundaries with high probabilities, then directly combine these boundaries into proposals and evaluate
whether a proposal contains an action. Chen et al. [5] select
more reliable proposals and subsequently refine proposal
boundaries by variance voting during post-processing. Different from these prior TAL methods, we refine proposallevel features with the snippet-level local context and the
video-level global context, which they ignore.
Our ContextLoc is different from a recent graph-based
method: G-TAD [46]. G-TAD applies a graph convolutional network (GCN) to update features of snippets, each
of which is considered as a node in a snippet graph, and
casts TAL as a sub-graph localization problem. By contrast,
ContextLoc enhances features of each proposal by enrich-

ing the local snippet-level context and the global video-level
context, which are then used for action classification and
temporal boundary refinement.
Contexts in videos. Temporal contextual information is
important to video understanding and has been exploited in
various tasks such as visual relation detection [22], question
answering [8], and representation learning [32]. Specifically, Liu et al. [22] proposes a novel sliding-window
scheme to simultaneously predict short-term and long-term
relationships. Qiu et al. [32] updates local and global features by modeling the diffusions between these two representations through convolutional neural networks. Different from previous work, our exploration of local and global
contexts is hierarchical and rich. For proposals, snippets
are local, and proposals are global. For videos, proposals
are local, and videos are global. The former is modeled by
L-Net and the latter is modeled by G-Net. Furthermore, the
local and global contexts interact with each other through
the P-Net in our proposed model.

3. The ContextLoc Model
3.1. Overview
Problem statement. The input to our ContextLoc is an
untrimmed video consisting of N non-overlapping snippets.
Each snippet is a small number of consecutive frames. We
use the I3D network [3] to extract features from each snippet and denote the collection of all snippet-level features as
{xj ∈ RD }N
j=1 , where xj is the features of the jth snippet
and D is the feature dimension. Following the two-stream
strategy [36], predictions made on RGB frames and opti-
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cal flows are fused. The output is a set of action instances
{ψi | ψi = (ti,s , ti,e , ci )}, where ti,s , ti,e and ci are the
starting time, ending time and action category of the ith instance, respectively.
Multi-level representations. As shown in Figure 2,
ContextLoc explicitly models representations of three different levels: snippet-level representation x ∈ RD (local
context), proposal-level representation y ∈ RD , and videolevel representation z ∈ RD (global context). The proposals are obtained by BSN [21], and each proposal i has a
starting time and an ending time. The initial features of
the ith proposal, denoted as yi , are obtained via temporally
max-pooling the snippet-level features within its duration
{xj | j ∈ S(i)}, where S(i) denotes snippets whose duration is between the starting time and ending time of the ith
proposal. Similarly, the initial video-level features, denoted
as z, are obtained by temporally max-pooling all snippetlevel features in the video.
Network architecture. ContextLoc consists of three
sub-networks: L-Net, G-Net and P-Net. They respectively
enhance the representation of each proposal via local context, global context, and context-aware inter-proposal relations. Following previous work [34, 48, 21, 19], we also
apply ContextLoc to each extended proposal with an enlarged temporal duration. The final representation of the
original proposal is used for action classification (via a
fully-connected layer) while that of the extended proposal
is used for completeness prediction and temporal boundary
refinement. These classification and completeness scores
are element-wisely multiplied to make the final categorical
prediction.
Below we introduce L-Net, G-Net and P-Net in Sections
3.2, 3.3 and 3.4, respectively. There is a major difference
between the way we deal with the extended proposals and
how previous approaches do. We detail it in Section 3.5.

3.2. L-Net (Local Context)
The initial features of a proposal obtained through temporal max-pooling are insufficient because the fine-grained
temporal information critical to localization is lost. L-Net
addresses this problem by finding within a proposal the
snippets most relevant to it and aggregating them to retain
the informative features. We call these snippets the local
context because their temporal range is within a proposal
and they are at a lower semantic level.
Inspired by the self-attention [40], L-Net performs a
query-and-retrieval procedure. The queries, keys, and values are respectively features of each proposal, features of
snippets within each proposal, and transformed features of
these snippets. Specifically, a query proposal is matched
to the key snippets within this proposal so that the relevant
fine-grained values in the local context can be retrieved and
aggregated to this proposal. This is achieved by building an

attention map between the query and keys and then aggregating values based on the attention weights.
Attention map. The attention weight between a proposal i and a snippet j ∈ S(i) measures their relatedness
and determines how much information will be retrieved
from this snippet. It is calculated as
 a_{i,j}^{L}=\frac {\sigma (s(\mathbf {y}_i,\mathbf {x}_j))}{\sum _{k\in {S(i)}} \sigma (s(\mathbf {y}_i,\mathbf {x}_k))},\label {adj}

(1)

where σ is the ReLU function, s is the cosine similarity between two vectors. The ReLU function sets negative similarity values to 0. As a result, those irrelevant snippets will
be ignored during the retrieval process. Normalization ensures the attention weights of all snippets sum to one.
Local context aggregation. We first calculate values by
transforming features of each snippet via a fully-connected
layer and then linearly combine them via the attention
weights. This local context is finally aggregated with transformed features of the proposal to obtain a new representation of this proposal:
 \mathbf {y}^{L}_{i} = \sigma (\mathbf {W}_1^L\mathbf {y}_i + \sum _{j \in S(i)}a_{i,j}^{L}\mathbf {W}_2^L\mathbf {x}_j),\label {5}

(2)

where yiL ∈ RD/2 is a new proposal-level representation
carrying fine-grained temporal information, σ is the ReLU
function, and W1L , W2L ∈ R(D/2)×D are trainable weights.
In practice, we find considering the features pooled from
all snippets as a special snippet and including it in S(i)
marginally improves the performance.

3.3. G-Net (Global Context)
The video-level global context is important as it involves
background and high-level activity information that can be
critical to distinguish action categories of similar appearance and motion patterns. A straightforward way to enrich
the global context is to concatenate the video-level representation z and features of each proposal. However, this is
insufficient because the global representation contains not
only relevant context but also irrelevant noise. In addition,
the contexts needed to process different proposals are different. This line of analysis motivates us to adapt the global
context to each proposal before integrating it.
Global context adaptation. To adapt the global context
to the ith proposal, we first attend the video-level representation z to the features of this proposal yi as well as the
snippet-level features within it {xj : j ∈ S(i)}:

 a_{i,j}^G=\frac {\sigma (s(\mathbf {z},\mathbf {x}_j))}{\sum _{k\in {S(i)}} \sigma (s(\mathbf {z},\mathbf {x}_k))+\sigma (s(\mathbf {z},\mathbf {y}_i))},\\ b_{i}^G=\frac {\sigma (s(\mathbf {z},\mathbf {y}_i))}{\sum _{k\in {S(i)}} \sigma (s(\mathbf {z},\mathbf {x}_k))+\sigma (s(\mathbf {z},\mathbf {y}_i))},\label {9}
(4)
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(Dim: D)

3.4. P-Net (Inter-proposal Relations)
P-Net takes as input {yiG } and outputs a new representation for each proposal. We use an existing model as P-Net
and investigate two candidates: P-GCN [48] and the nonlocal network [44].
P-GCN constructs an action proposal graph. Each proposal is taken as a node. There are two types of relational
edges. One connects overlapping proposals, and the other
connects distinct but nearby proposals. Then, a GCN is applied to update the proposal-level features based on their
relations. Different from P-GCN, the non-local network
builds a complete graph over all proposals and dynamically
calculates the edge weights based on their pairwise similarities. We will have an in-depth investigation on their effectiveness as a building block in our ContextLoc.
Since each yiG is a concatenation of two parts as indicated in Eq. (6), P-Net models not only interactions between proposal-level features enhanced by the local context
but also interactions between global contexts adapted to different proposals. We will show in the experiments the latter
help improve the TAL performance. Note we do not claim
any specific network architecture we adopt in P-Net as our
contribution. What we would like to show is that P-Net, regardless of its instantiation, is complementary to the local
and global contexts we advocate in this paper and serves as
a useful component in the proposed ContextLoc.

3.5. Extended Proposals
A common practice in TAL [34, 48, 21, 19] is to extend
each proposal on both ends (e.g., by 50% of the temporal
duration). The predictions obtained from these extended
proposals and the original ones are fused as described in
Section 3.1. Prior methods like P-GCN treat an extended
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i,j is the attention weight between the video-level
representation and the jth snippet of the ith proposal, bG
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global context is calculated via
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Figure 3. Different methods of processing the extended proposals.
To better highlight the original and extended proposals, we do not
include other entities (e.g., snippets and the video) in this figure.
Bottom: prior approaches treat an extended proposal as a single
proposal and process it in a separate branch. Top: our new method
treats the extended proposal as three proposals in L-Net and GNet. P-Net, i.e., “P-Net 2”, treats an extended proposal as a single
proposal and processes the concatenated features.

proposal as a single proposal independent of the original
proposal. As we will show in the experiments, this strategy
does not work well for L-Net and G-Net. On the one hand,
setting the feature dimension of an extended proposal much
larger than that of the original proposal can account for the
enlarged temporal duration but significantly increases the
model complexity. On the other hand, setting the feature
dimension of an extended proposal the same as that of the
original proposal leads to inferior performance. In addition,
the extended proposal and the original one are processed
separately. Their internal connection (i.e., the original proposal is a part of the extended proposal) is ignored.
To address this problem, we treat the extended proposal
as three proposals in L-Net and G-Net, i.e., the original proposal and the extended regions on the two sides. The duration of each extended region is 50% as long as that of
the original proposal. As shown in Figure 3, L-Net and GNet process these three proposals separately but use shared
weights. Then, we concatenate their new representations.
Finally, P-Net, i.e., “P-Net 2” in Figure 3 Top, treats an
extended proposal as a single proposal and processes these
concatenated features. Note the processing of the original
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proposal in L-Net and G-Net is now a part of the processing
of the extended proposal. This not only reduces the model
size and computational complexity but also reflects the connection between the original proposal and the extended one.

4. Experiments
Datasets. The THUMOS14 [16] dataset contains a large
number of open source videos of human actions in real environments. It includes four parts: the training set, verification set, background set, and test set. The training set
is based on the UCF-101 dataset [37], and the videos are
edited (each video usually contains an instance). For the remaining three parts (verification, background and test sets),
the videos are untrimmed. Following the common setting in
THUMOS14, we apply 200 videos in the validation set for
training and conduct evaluation on the 213 annotated videos
from the test set. ActivityNet v1.3 [13] is currently the
largest dataset of action analysis in videos, including 20,000
Youtube videos with 200 action categories. The training set
contains about 10,000 videos. Both the validation set and
the test set contain about 5,000 videos. On average, each
video has 1.5 action instances. Following the standard practice, we train our method on the training videos and test it
on the validation videos.
Evaluation metric. We evaluate the performance of
ContextLoc using mean average precision (mAP) values at
different tIoU thresholds. On THUMOS14, the tIoU thresholds are chosen from {0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7}. On ActivityNet v1.3, the tIoU thresholds are from {0.5, 0.75, 0.95},
and we also report the average mAP of the tIoU thresholds
between 0.5 and 0.95 with a step of 0.05.
Implementation details. We divide each input video
into 64-frame snippets and obtain snippet-level features
(1024-dimensional feature vectors) via the I3D network [3].
We implement ContextLoc using PyTorch. It is trained on
three NVIDIA GeForce GTX TITAN XP GPUs with a batch
size of 32. The stochastic gradient descent (SGD) solver is
adopted for optimization. On THUMOS14, the initial learning rate is 0.01 and it is divided by 10 after 15 epochs. On
ActivityNet v1.3, the initial learning rate is 0.01 for the first
15 epochs and it is divided by 10 after 10 epochs. The final score for calculating mAP is obtained by multiplying
the scores of action classification and completeness prediction. The predictions from the RGB and optical flow steams
are fused with the ratio of 5:6. Non-Maximum Suppression
(NMS) removes duplicated action proposals and obtains the
final predicted proposals. Unless otherwise stated, P-GCN
is taken as the P-Net.
Loss functions. The action classification of original proposals is trained with the cross-entropy loss, the completeness prediction is trained with the hinge loss, and the boundary regression is trained with the smooth L1 loss.

Method
P-Net (non-local [44])
+L-Net
+G-Net
+L-Net + G-Net
P-Net (P-GCN [48])
+L-Net
+G-Net
+L-Net + G-Net

RGB
32.16
34.48
34.31
35.77
34.93
36.40
36.15
37.23

Flow
35.13
38.13
36.97
40.07
39.26
40.48
40.42
42.52

Fusion
39.76
42.64
41.33
44.03
42.43
45.12
43.51
45.70

tIoU@0.5
45.81
50.46
47.74
51.00
49.10
53.17
50.11
54.30

Table 1. Ablation study on the effectiveness of L-Net and G-Net.
P-Net is taken as a strong baseline. The average mAP (%) of tIoU
thresholds from 0.1 to 0.9 and the mAP of tIoU@0.5 are reported
on the THUMOS14 test set.

Adapt.

Inter.

✓
✓

✓
✓

RGB
34.98
37.15
35.26
37.23

Flow
39.45
40.62
41.05
42.52

Fusion
42.27
44.14
43.23
45.70

Class%
76.2
77.8
76.8
78.5

Table 2. Ablation study on the individual and combinatorial effects of global context adaptation in G-Net (denoted as “Adapt.”)
and interactions between adapted global contexts achieved by PNet (denoted as “Inter.”). The average mAP (%) of tIoU thresholds
from 0.1 to 0.9 and the action classification accuracy (Class%) are
reported on the THUMOS14 test set.

4.1. Ablation Study
To explore the effectiveness of each component under
a controlled setting, we remove or change the corresponding part of ContextLoc in each ablation experiment while
keeping the others (not mentioned) the same. All results are
reported on THUMOS14.
ContextLoc sub-networks. Since prior work has already proved that modeling inter-proposal relations helps
TAL, we take P-Net as a strong baseline to validate the effectiveness of L-Net (local context) and G-Net (global context), which are the main contribution of this paper. We
consider two instantiations of P-Net, i.e., P-GCN and the
non-local network. The results are shown in Table 1.
When the non-local network is taken as P-Net, adding
L-Net alone before it improves 2.88% on average mAP
and 4.65% on tIoU 0.5. Adding G-Net alone before PNet improves 1.57% on average mAP and 1.93% on tIoU
0.5. Our complete ContextLoc (L-Net+G-Net+P-Net) further improves the performance.
When P-GCN is taken as P-Net, adding L-Net alone before it improves 2.69% on average mAP and 4.07% on tIoU
0.5. Adding G-Net alone before P-Net improves 1.08% on
average mAP and 1.01% on tIoU 0.5. The complete ContextLoc (L-Net+G-Net+P-Net) further improves the performance.
Comparing the two sets of results achieved via different
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Method
Baseline
Baseline
Ours

Dim.
1024
3072
3072

Fusion
40.04
44.57
45.70

tIoU@0.5
45.87
52.68
54.30

#Params
6.5M
25.6M
6.7M

Flops
3.6G
16.2G
3.1G

Table 3. Ablation study on different methods of processing extended proposals (as illustrated in Figure 3). “Dim.” denotes the
dimension of features of an extended proposal. The average mAP
(%) of tIoU thresholds from 0.1 to 0.9 and the mAP of tIoU@0.5
are reported on the THUMOS14 test set.
Method
P-GCN
Deep P-GCN
Deeper P-GCN
ContextLoc
ContextLoc

Dim.
1024
1024
1024
1024
512

Fusion
42.43
42.20
42.03
45.70
44.27

tIoU@0.5
49.10
48.76
48.86
54.30
52.32

#Params
4.6M
6.4M
8.8M
6.7M
3.4M

Flops
1.7G
2.6G
3.3G
3.1G
1.6G

Table 4. Comparison of model sizes and complexities. Deep PGCN and Deeper P-GCN respectively add one and two graph convolutional layers to P-GCN. “Dim.” denotes the dimension of features of a proposal, i.e., D. The average mAP (%) is calculated
on tIoU thresholds from 0.1 to 0.9. Results are reported on the
THUMOS14 test set.

Method
P-Net (P-GCN)
+ L-Net
+ G-Net
+ L-Net + G-Net

Class%
74.3
75.9
77.4
78.5

tIoU%
78.2
81.4
79.1
82.0

Table 5. Ablation study on classification and localization. The action classification accuracy (Class%) and tIoU w.r.t. ground truth
(tIoU%) after regression are reported on the THUMOS14 test set.

instantiations of P-Net, we can observe that P-GCN outperforms the non-local network regardless of whether PNet works alone or is integrated with other sub-networks.
The reason is that the non-local network is not specially designed for TAL. Therefore, in all other experiments, we will
use P-GCN as the P-Net.
Several conclusions can be drawn from this experiment.
(1) Either the local context modeled via L-Net or the global
context modeled via G-Net benefits TAL. (2) The local context, global context and inter-proposal relations are complementary. Our ContextLoc unifies their advantages and
achieves the best performance. (3) The effectiveness of LNet, G-Net and ContextLoc does not depend on any specific
instantiation of P-Net. They consistently improve the performance over the strong baselines.
Global context adaptation & interactions between
adapted global contexts. This ablation study investigates
the individual and combinatorial effects of global context
adaption in G-Net and interactions between adapted global
contexts achieved by P-Net. To deactivate the latter, we

let global context aggregation occur after the proposal-level
features pass through P-Net. Specifically, we first send
proposal-level features obtained from L-Net, i.e., {yiL }, to
P-Net and then concatenate the new representations of each
proposal with their corresponding adapted global contexts,
i.e., {zG
i }.
The results are shown in Table 2. We can see that both
global context adaptation and interactions between adapted
global contexts improve the performance. The former benefits the RGB stream more than the flow stream while the
latter play a more important role in the flow stream. They
together help ContextLoc achieve the best performance.
Extended proposals. Prior approaches process the extended proposal as a single proposal. We instead process it
as three proposals in L-Net and G-Net and process the concatenation of updated features in P-Net. Results are shown
in Table 3. When the feature dimension of an extended proposal in the baseline method is the same as that of the original proposal, i.e., 1024, its performance is much worse than
that of our new method. When the feature dimension of
an extended proposal in the baseline method is much larger
than that of the original proposal, i.e., 3072, its performance
gets better (with significantly more parameters and flops)
but is still inferior to ours.
Model size & complexity. The model size and computational complexity of our ContextLoc are 6.7M and 3.1G
flops, respectively. In contract, P-GCN has 4.6M parameters and 1.7G flops. This is expected because ContextLoc includes P-Net as a building component. To have a
fair comparison, we construct a Deep P-GCN and a Deeper
P-GCN by adding one and two graph convolutional layers
to P-GCN, respectively. Table 4 shows that naively increasing the model complexity and network depth can not improve the performance. This further proves that the local
and global contexts we advocate is complementary to the
inter-proposal relations.
We also experiment on a light version of ContextLoc
by halving the feature dimensions. With fewer parameters
(3.4M versus 4.6M) and flops (1.6G versus 1.7G) than PGCN, it outperforms P-GCN by 3.22% at tIoU@0.5. This
again verifies that the effectiveness of our ContextLoc is not
caused by a larger model size or more flops.
Concrete analysis. Table 5 reports the classification and
localization accuracy of high-quality proposals, whose tIoU
w.r.t. ground truth are greater than 0.7. The results indicate
L-Net contributes more to localization (tIoU%) and G-Net
more to classification, which function as expected.

4.2. Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods
THUMOS14. As summarized in Table 6, our ContextLoc outperforms all the compared methods on the THUMOS14 test set. At tIoU 0.5, ContextLoc outperforms the
previously best method PBRNet [23] by 3.0% absolute im-
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Method
CDC [34]
TCN [7]
TURN-TAP [11]
R-C3D [45]
SS-TAD [2]
SSN [51]
BSN [21]
MGG [25]
BMN [20]
G-TAD [46]
TAL-Net [4]
Huang et al. [14]
Zhao et al. [50]
P-GCN [48]
PBRNet [23]
ContextLoc (ours)

0.3
40.1
44.1
44.8
45.7
51.9
53.5
53.9
56.0
54.5
53.2
60.2
53.9
63.6
58.5
68.3

0.4
29.4
33.3
34.9
35.6
41.0
45.0
46.8
47.4
47.6
48.5
54.1
50.7
57.8
54.6
63.8

0.5
23.3
25.6
25.6
28.9
29.2
29.8
36.9
37.4
38.8
40.2
42.8
44.2
45.4
49.1
51.3
54.3

0.6
13.1
15.9
28.4
29.5
29.7
30.8
33.8
32.3
38.0
41.8
41.8

0.7
7.9
9.0
9.6
20.0
21.3
20.5
23.4
20.8
19.1
28.5
29.5
26.2

Table 6. Results on the THUMOS14 test set. The mAP (%) at
different tIoU thresholds are reported. Bold fonts indicate the best
performance.

Method
R-C3D [45]
TAL-Net [4]
SSN [51]
BSN [21]
BMN [20]
G-TAD [46]
Zhao et al. [50]
PBRNet [23]
P-GCN [48]
ContextLoc (ours)
P-GCN* [48]
ContextLoc* (ours)

0.5
26.80
38.23
43.26
46.45
50.07
50.36
43.47
53.96
42.90
51.24
48.26
56.01

0.75
18.30
28.70
29.96
34.78
34.60
33.91
34.97
28.14
31.40
33.16
35.19

0.95
1.30
5.63
8.02
8.29
9.02
9.21
8.98
2.47
2.83
3.27
3.55

Average
20.22
28.28
30.03
33.85
34.09
30.12
35.01
26.99
30.59
31.11
34.23

Table 7. Results on the ActivityNet v1.3 validation set. The mAP
(%) at different tIoU thresholds and the average mAP of IoU
thresholds from 0.5 to 0.95 are reported. Symbol (*) denotes using external video-level classes predictions. Bold fonts indicate
the best performance.

provement. This demonstrates the benefit of enriching local
and global contexts for TAL.
ActivityNet v1.3. The results on ActivityNet v1.3 are
shown in Table 7. Zeng et al. [48] found taking into account
video-level classes predicted by UntrimmedNet [43] helps
improve the performance of P-GCN. We also adopt the
same strategy to obtain ContextLoc*. Specifically, we add a
branch of video-level representation z to predict the videolevel classes. More details about ContextLoc* can be found
in the supplementary material. At tIoU 0.5, ContextLoc*
reaches an mAP of 56.01% which is 2.05% higher than the

Time (sec)

81.25s
Ground Truth
ContextLoc (Ours) 81.55s
P-GCN
79.49s

119.39s
Ground Truth
ContextLoc (Ours) 118.95s
P-GCN

87.34s
86.02s
84.58s

Shot Put
Shot Put
Shot Put

Baking Cookies
Baking Cookies
126.85s

131.73s
Baking Cookies

134.82s
135.19s

(a) Qualitative results on an example from the THUMOS14 test set (top)
and an example from the ActivityNet v1.3 validation set (bottom) show
that our ContextLoc locates the temporal boundaries more accurately than
P-GCN.
Time (sec)

69.11s
Ground Truth
ContextLoc (Ours)
71.04s
Long Jump
P-GCN 65.48s

18.00s
Ground Truth
ContextLoc (Ours) 9.61s
P-GCN

78.41s
78.31s

High Jump
High Jump
75.56s

Arm Wrestling
Arm Wrestling
42.37s

Kneeling

60.94s
58.95s
61. 30s

(b) Qualitative results on an example from the THUMOS14 test set (top)
and an example from the ActivityNet v1.3 validation set (bottom) show that
our ContextLoc correctly classifies action instances which P-GCN fails on.

Figure 4. Results from the ground truth, ContextLoc and P-GCN
are respectively illustrated using blue, orange and green bars.

current best 53.96% achieved by PBRNet [23]. At tIoU
0.75, ContextLoc* outperforms the previously best method
PBRNet by 0.22%. At tIoU 0.95, ContextLoc* does not
perform as well as previous methods and only marginally
outperforms P-GCN. In the supplementary material, we visualized some results to explain this gap.

4.3. Qualitative Results
To validate the effectiveness of temporal boundary location and action classification, we visualize qualitative results in Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b), respectively. Compared
with P-GCN, ContextLoc predicts a more precise temporal
boundary and classification for these examples.

5. Conclusion
This paper introduces a novel network architecture,
termed ContextLoc, for TAL. It models the local context,
global context and context-aware inter-proposal relations
in a unified framework. Ablation experiments under controlled settings indicate the effectiveness of each component of ContextLoc. Results on two datasets demonstrate
that ContextLoc outperforms state-of-the-art TAL methods.
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